
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The digitization of embroidery is transforming a craft that has been around for centuries into a new art form. 

Embroidery digitizing is accomplished using a computer program to create an embroidered pattern according 

to an image or logo file. 

There are many variables and choices to consider when assessing and deciding what type of embroidery 

digitizing to use for your business. Let's take a look at the major types: 

Flat Embroidery Digitizing: 

Digitizing embroidery is a process that involves the application of stitching patterns directly onto fabric 

backing. One technique is called flat embroidery digitizing, which creates intricate designs without distorting 

the image or logo. This technique is popular for embellishment because it creates sophisticated and detailed 

designs without flashiness. 

3D PUFF Embroidery: 

3D puff embroidery digitizing is used to create designs that are more three-dimensional. The process involves 

placing a layer of foam under the stitching so that it will puff up and stand out. Puff embroidery digitizing is 

ideal for designs without any complexities, such as initials and alphabets. It's also perfect for bolder and bigger 

designs that are supposed to stand out, like company logos.  

 

Know Different Types of Embroidery Digitizing Options 



 

 

 

 

Applique Embroidery Digitizing: 

Applique digitizing is an embroidery technique used to create elaborate designs on garments or decorative 

badges. The technique involves attaching patches of fabric to a base piece and then sewing the patches 

together. If you want to personalize your design, this method will help you create something unique and 

beautiful. Applique digitizing is mainly used for quilting and banner-making processes as well as for 

decorations on garments. 

Chain Stitch Embroidery: 

Chain stitch digitizing is best suited to creating designs with chain-like patterns. This technique can be 

laborious and challenging, but the results are usually worth it. It uses a lot of thread, but digitizing chain 

stitching ensures that the patterns are perfect in source images/designs. 

 

Photo Digitizing: 

Photo embroidery digitizing is a method of sewing that resembles an artist's work on canvas. It includes 

stitching made with multilayered colors that gives your design volume and color modulation. A photo stitch 

digitized design has some distinct features—namely, it can be large in size and may include a large number of 

stitches. 

Choosing the right embroidery digitizing can be a difficult decision. But no worry! Our team is ready to help 

you. We're just a few clicks away, and we'll gladly explain the differences between all of our digitizing options. 

For the best embroidery digitizing service, call BETOP Embroidery Factory now! 

 

 

https://www.embroidery-factory.com/embroidery-digitizing.html


 

 

 

 

CONTACT US 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Address: 

Betop patches 

Room 4-1-3602, guang cheng district 

dong guan, Guang Dong, 523007, China 

Phone: +8618503082612 

Email: customer@embroidery-factory.com 

Web: https://www.embroidery-factory.com/ 
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